
What is a Linked List?

1. A List may be empty (a.k.a. null)

2. A List may be a sequence of one or more values of the same type

3. Each item in a List is called a Node

4. The end of a List is marked by a special value called null
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What can you do with a list?

1. You can construct a new node at the front of another list
• via the cons function

2. You can ask a list for its first value
• via the first function

3. You can ask a list for a sub-list of itself, excluding the first value
• via the rest function

• That's it! By default, these are the only operations you can do with a list! 
• These are all the capabilities you need. 
• Using these simple operations, you will write more advanced functions, or abstractions, 

to perform more sophisticated tasks with lists.



cons-tructing a list, value-by-value (1/2)

• The function cons is short for "construct List".

• The cons function requires 2 parameters:
1. The value you are adding on to the front of the List

2. The List you are adding the value onto

• The cons function returns a new List with the value added to the front.



The cons function usage (2/2)

• Construct a list with a single Node in it

• Construct a list with two values in it

• Modify a list by adding onto itself

let names = cons("Kevin", null); "Kevin"

names = cons("Roy", cons("Kevin", null));

"Kevin""Roy"

names = cons("Rameses", names);

"Kevin""Roy""Rameses"



Follow-along: 01-list-abstraction-app.ts

let list = cons("N", cons("C", null));
print("list: " + list));

// TODO: cons U onto list
list = cons("U", list);
print("list: " + list));



The first function returns the first value of a list

• The List function first returns the first value in a non-empty list
• Warning: the first function will error if given an empty List

• The first function requires one parameter: a non-empty list

• Usage:

let series = cons(10, cons(20, cons(30, null)));

print(first(series)); 10



first Examples Visualized

"Kevin""Roy""Rameses"first(                             )

Function Call Return Value

"Rameses"

first( null    ) ERROR



• The function rest returns a list with every value except the first
• Warning: the rest function will error if given an empty list

• The rest function requires one parameter: a non-empty List.

• Usage:

The rest function returns a sub-list, w/o first value

let series = cons(10, cons(20, cons(30, null)));

print(toString(rest(series))); 20 → 30 → null 



rest Examples Visualized

rest(                           )"Kevin""Roy""Rameses"

Function Call Return Value

rest( null    ) ERROR

"Kevin""Roy"

rest(           )"Kevin"



Follow-Along: Print the 2nd & 3rd Entries in the List

// TODO: Print the 2nd and 3rd Values
print(first(rest(list)));
print(first(rest(rest(list))));


